
 

##Introduction to a blog post detailing a film showing in Paris. The Koko U Parizu Film is a film made recently and created
after the idea of four people attending a school together, with one being from the UK, France, Japan and Brazil. The director
was from London which explains why he went to those three countries. It has been shown in Paris for free at 17 different spots
all over the city for five days between May 29th and June 2nd. The film was shown in those locations with the help of those
countries. The Koko U Parizu Film was interesting as it had interesting details about those countries, which could be useful for
people who want to go on holiday. It was created recently after the director met with four people who were attending university
together and landed there after leaving their respective homes. The film showed that London is the busiest place for tourism,
Paris is famed for its cuisine, Japan is known for its entertainment and Brazil tourism is mainly based around music and parties.
The purpose of this film was to show what these countries are famous for while having fun creating it. It was said to be an
amazing experience for everyone involved, which is why they wanted to show it in Europe. The director said he thought it was
an interesting idea to show the film globally. He added that it is good to see people outside of France who appreciate film and its
art. The four people who were interviewed about the film were asked what they thought about it and all concurred that they
would want more films like this. He added that he wanted to start this after his first time seeing Tokyo, New York City and
Paris because it was so different from London where he grew up. The director also said he wanted to show how diverse these
places are, especially in the way people dress. This is reflected in the film as they show what people wear more than their
surroundings. It was shown all over Paris with help from the embassies of the four countries, which were chosen since it is
easier that way. The Koko U Parizu Film has had more than 2 million views on social media which is very impressive for only
five days of showing. They spent between six months and one year filming it before doing work on it all together. It was fun
editing the film with them because they had different opinions on things. The director said the film was made in a relaxed
atmosphere and people loved it. He plans to show it in famous places and for longer in the future. The Koko U Parizu Film is a
fun way to learn about what each country represents and for people to enjoy the experience of watching it. [PAGE TWO]
[ARTICLE END]

  After seeing this article, I immediately wanted to watch The Koko U Parizu film because I was so curious about what Paris
means to Brazil, Japan and England.
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